Mission Possible SmartHunt®

Our Mission Possible SmartHunt® is one of our challenging, high-tech scavenger hunts delivered on Apple® iPads® loaded with our proprietary SmartHunts Apps. Our amazing Apps utilize text messaging, audio, video, FaceTime®, social media, QR codes, and GPS with built-in mapping to produce the coolest hunts ever!

Teams will start their adventure by listening to the “self-destructing” mission instructions and learn how to answer text questions, take photos and videos using our iPads. Teams must analyze the mission instructions to develop the best possible strategy to compete in their Mission Possible SmartHunt.

Along the route, teams will collect classified “intelligence” during a secret rendezvous, decipher cryptograms, and engage in covert operations. Using the iPads, they will solve puzzles, tour points-of-interest, complete technology quizzes, and engage in spy photo and video missions.

SmartHunts feature two-way messaging so teams are connected with our Mission coordinator who tracks them using GPS. (Of course, if any team is captured, we will disavow any knowledge of their existence.) All photos, videos, and scoring are sent to us throughout the hunt so we can have them up on the big screen when your teams arrive at the final location.

After overcoming physical challenges and completing their final mission, the group will return to home base where the members of the winning team will receive their bravery medals. Two weeks after the program, we will send you a link to a professionally produced video of your event to distribute to your attendees.

To ensure a great experience, aspects of this scavenger hunt may be modified to maximize the benefits for your group size, group makeup, and time available.

SmartHunt® is a registered trademark of Best Corporate Events.

Clients Talk About this Program

"The City SmartHunt is a great idea! We got to know people, meet new folks, see some things we probably wouldn’t have seen, solve a puzzle and it was a good team building exercise, and a lot of friendly and fun competition. Thank you SmartHunts!"

Neil - Direct TV

Program Details

| Group Size: | 30 to 1,000+ |
| Team Size: | 8 to 10 |
| Program Length: | 2 to 2.5 hours |

Space Requirement

City, suburbs, attraction, park, hotel resort, anywhere!

Setting:

Indoor / Outdoor

Physicality:

High

Program Elements

- Friendly Competition
- Fun & Engaging Interaction
- Innovation & Problem Solving
- Relationship Building & Networking

What's Included?

Pricing varies depending upon the number of participants (minimum of 30) and includes the team building program, prep, production coordination and all materials, iPads, program design, a professional facilitator and staffing.

For photos and video, please visit our website at https://bestcorporateevents.com/program/mission-possible-smarthunt/